Team Advocacy Inspection for May 8, 2018
Jolly Rest More
Inspection conducted by Kristy Caldwell, P&A Team Advocate, and
Clarissa Guerrero, Volunteer

Facility Information
Jolly Rest More is located in Orangeburg County at 1488 Glover Street, Orangeburg, SC
29115-6095. Team arrived at the facility at 12:15 PM and exited the facility at 3:41 PM. The
administrator was not present for the inspection. The facility is operated by Lynn P. Smith.
There was one staff member present when Team arrived. This staff member was asleep when
Team arrived. A second staff member arrived about 20 minutes after Team. The facility is
licensed for 10 beds. The census was 10 with 10 residents being present on the day of Team’s
inspection. The DHEC license had an expiration date of November 30, 2018. An administrator’s
license was current and posted. The facility had a written emergency plan to evacuate to
Golden Years, 139 Seminole Drive, Orangeburg, SC 29115-7619.

Overview of Visit
During Team’s visit we interviewed three residents; talked to residents and staff;
reviewed three resident records, medications and medication administration records; and
toured the facility. Team did not observe lunch because the residents went out to lunch in the
community. The menu posted was for April 15th-21st. Team conducted an exit interview with
staff.

Report Summary
The facility had a significant bedbug infestation. Both dead and live bedbugs were
found in all resident rooms. The kitchen water temperature was 114.9°F. Chemicals and
cleaning supplies were found in unlocked cabinets in several places in the facility, including
resident’s rooms. In the bathroom by the kitchen the toilet seat was loose and the toilet lid
was broken. There appeared to be no staff present when Team arrived. However, a resident
informed Team that one staff member was asleep in the upstairs bedroom. One resident
reported a staff member grabbing residents by the hair when they did not listen. Another
resident reported staff locking residents out of the house on purpose stating ‘they do it just to
be mean’ and ‘because they can’. One resident reported not feeling safe at the facility. One
resident reported not feeling respected by staff. One resident reported not having privacy on
the telephone. One resident reported not being able to come and go freely. Two residents
reported no recreational activities were done in the facility. Two residents reported not
bathing every day. Numerous unopened medications were found in an unlocked desk drawer
in the dining room. The drawer was approximately the size of a file cabinet drawer and was
filled to the brim with medications in sealed pharmacy bags. The owner of the facility, Lynn
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Smith, informed Team that medication is stored there until the pharmacy receives payment
from the residents’ representative payees. Residents do not receive any of their prescribed
medication until this occurs. The facility returns medication to the pharmacy if the pharmacy is
not paid. Resident A’s MAR was not signed off for his morning medications on 5/8/18. The
posted menu was for April 15, 2018- April 21, 2015. A substitution menu was not available.
There were numerous perishable and non-perishable items that had exceeded their expiration
and ‘best by’ dates. Several items in the refrigerator were not labeled appropriately. There
was no diet specified on Resident A’s most recent physical or individual care plan. Resident A’s
individual care plan listed their diet as ‘no added salt’, their most recent physical had the
resident’s diet as ‘regular’. Resident A’s most recent individual care plan did not list their
admission date. Resident A’s last available observation note was dated 7/20/15. Two staff
members did not have current CPR training. The entire residence was cluttered. The backyard
contained a pile of wood, bricks, wrecked cars, and miscellaneous items in the back. The shed
in the backyard was filled with used assistive devices, furniture, appliances, and other
miscellaneous items that were not being used.

Areas of Commendation











The facility was decorated with plants, paintings, and a grandfather clock in the hallway.
There were two big screen TV’s in the facility, one in the living room and one in a
resident’s room.
There were enough seats in the living room for every resident to sit.
The facility had a variety of books and board games, and the residents stated that
activities do occur in the residence.
The facility had up-to-date records for the pets in the facility.
There was an adequate supply of food present.
A current HVAC and fire alarm inspection was available for review.
A current TB risk assessment was available for review.
Necessary SLED checks were completed for staff.
Fire drills were conducted monthly, on different shifts.

Areas Needing Improvement
Health/Safety








The kitchen sink water temperature was 114.9°F.
The facility had a significant bedbug infestation. Both dead and live bedbugs were
found in all resident rooms.
Fire extinguishers in the facility were not checked and signed off for April.
Chemicals and cleaning supplies were found in unlocked cabinets in several places in the
facility, including residents’ rooms.
There was a loose handrail in the front hallway.
In the bathroom by the kitchen the toilet seat was loose and the toilet lid was broken.
Wooden beams with exposed nails, derelict cars and various debris were found outside.
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Supervision & Administrator


There appeared to be no staff present when Team arrived. However, a resident
informed Team that one staff member was asleep in the upstairs bedroom. The
resident woke the staff member so that he could speak with Team. It was
approximately 1 PM.

Residents’ Rights







One resident reported a staff member grabbing residents by the hair when they did not
listen.
Another resident reported staff locking residents out of the house on purpose stating
‘they do it just to be mean’ and ‘because they can’.
One resident reported not feeling safe at the facility.
One resident reported not feeling respected by staff.
One resident reported not having privacy on the telephone.
One resident reported not being able to come and go freely.

Recreation



The posted activity calendar was for April. There was no time or location of activities
available.
Two residents reported no recreational activities were done in the facility.

Residents’ Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)













One resident did not have at least seven outfits of clothing for each season.
One resident did not like their roommate and wanted to change rooms.
Two residents reported not bathing every day.
One resident had poor hygiene and smelled strongly of cigarette smoke.
Two residents reported they did not like living at the facility, one resident stated ‘my
bedroom is full of bedbugs, roaches, fleas, and ticks. I feel itchy all the time’ [Note:
Team noted several irritated bite marks on the resident. The resident scratched various
bite marks throughout the interview].
One resident did not have sheets or a pillow case on his bed. The resident reported the
bed was being treated for bedbugs.
One resident reported needing shoes.
One resident reported needing eyeglasses.
One resident reported needing to see a psychiatrist.
One resident reported needing to see an eye doctor, dentist, and primary care doctor.
There was not enough seating in the dining room for residents to have a meal at the
same time.
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Medication Storage and Administration




Numerous unopened medications were found in an unlocked desk drawer in the dining
room. The drawer was approximately the size of a file cabinet drawer and was filled to
the brim with medications in sealed pharmacy bags. The owner of the facility, Lynn
Smith, informed Team that medication is stored there until the pharmacy receives
payment from the residents’ representative payees. Residents do not receive any of
their prescribed medication until this occurs. The facility returns medication to the
pharmacy if the pharmacy is not paid.
Resident A’s MAR was not signed off for his morning medications on 5/8/18.

Meals & Food Storage






A substitution menu was not available.
The posted menu was for April 15, 2018- April 21, 2015.
There were numerous perishable and non-perishable items that had exceeded their
expiration and ‘best by’ dates. Some items had ‘best by’ dates from 2004.
Several items in the refrigerator were not labeled appropriately.
What appeared to be dried soda was found over a shelf in the refrigerator [Note: Staff
cleaned the shelf during visit].

Resident Records



There was no diet specified on Resident A’s most recent physical or individual care plan. 
Resident A’s individual care plan listed their diet as ‘no added salt’, their most recent
physical had the resident’s diet as ‘regular’. 
 Resident A’s most recent individual care plan did not list their admission date.
 Resident A’s last available observation note was dated 7/20/15. 

Resident Personal Needs Allowances


The residents interviewed stated they do not receive a personal allowance despite being
on Social Security and Medicaid. [Note: The facility does not handle the residents’
personal needs allowance].

Appropriateness of Placement


No concerns noted.

Personnel Records


Two staff members did not have current CPR training. The most recent training was
dated April 20, 2015 and expired April 20, 2017.
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Housekeeping, Maintenance, Furnishings











In the bathroom closest to the dining room, there was a large piece of wood missing
from the door.
There was a urine odor in the hallway bathroom.
There was body wash and multiple bar soaps found in a community bathroom.
Half-eaten food and a tube of toothpaste were found in the living room.
The laminate in the kitchen was worn down and missing in places.
In the bathroom closest to the dining room, the shower curtain was dirty and stained.
The entire residence was cluttered.
The backyard contained a pile of wood, bricks, wrecked cars, and miscellaneous items
cluttering the back.
The shed in the backyard was filled with used assistive devices, furniture, appliances,
and other miscellaneous items that were not being used.
One resident’s bed linens were covered in cat hair.

Additional Recommendations



One resident would like to work.
One resident would like to do more in the community.

Attachments:
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Please Note: Residents listed in the report are assigned random gender identification. This is for
the purpose of making the report easier to read. However, the gender does not identify the
individuals in the report.
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